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Abstract
The origin of room temperature ferromagnetism in undoped ZnO is still a question of debate.
Experimental and theoretical ﬁndings are inconclusive as to the predominant contributor for the
magnetic behavior of undoped ZnO. First principle calculation pseudopotential method was used to
systematically determine the relaxed atomic geometry, the formation energies and the magnetic
properties of the native point defects (vacancies, interstitials and antisites), and vacancy clusters
(VZnVO, VZn−2VO and 2VZn−VO) in ZnO. The results show that ZnO cells consisting of the VZn
and the Oi have non-zero magnetic moments, energetically favoring ferromagnetic states and closeto-room-temperature Curie temperatures (294 K). VZn and Oi are also characterized by their low
formation energies, in particular in the case of n-type (i.e. Fermi level close to the conduction band
minimum) and O-rich conditions. The energy differences between the ferromagnetic state and antiferromagnetic state for VZn and Oi are larger than kT at room temperature but still relatively small
(∼34 meV). Although VZn and Oi would contribute for the room temperature ferromagnetism, the
ferromagnetism states would not be robustly stable for thermal excitation to the anti-ferromagnetic
states.

Introduction
Diluted magnetic semiconductor (DMS) has been receiving extensive attention since Munekata et al’s ﬁrst
fabrication of (In, Mn)As DMS [1]. These fundamental studies of DMS have been of interest for the development
of spintronic devices [2]. The electron spins in spintronic devices are exploited as a further degree of freedom,
increasing the efﬁciency of the device of information storage. A commonly used technique to obtain DMS was to
dope magnetic elements into a semiconductor material, such as TiO2 [3], GaN [4] and ZnO [5]. Other than
being the DMS, ZnO is also a multi-functional material suitable for a variety of applications like ultra-violet
optoelectronic, transparent electrode, sensors, and photocatalysis [6], which thus attracts extensive focus
of research activities. In recent years, Dietl et al [7] studied the Curie temperature TC for different p-type
semiconductors, found that room-temperature ferromagnetism (RTFM) can be realized in p-type ZnO doped
by Mn. Despite numerous experimental observations of RTFM in transition metal (TM) doped ZnO, it is still
uncertain as to what are the relevant origins of the RTFM in doped ZnO, which may be originated from the
introduced dopant, the interaction between dopant and intrinsic defect, or second phase, etc. Most of the
published work, based on theoretical calculation and experimental veriﬁcation concluded that intrinsic defects
play a crucial role in the magnetic behavior of doped ZnO. For example, Yi et al [8] proposed that RTFM
observed in Li-doped ZnO may be associated with the VZn vacancy based on the results of positron annihilation
spectroscopy (PAS) study. They also found that doping with appropriate dopants can lower the formation
energy of VZn. Besides, VO is also critical in one way or another on magnetic property. Hsu et al [9] found a
© 2020 The Author(s). Published by IOP Publishing Ltd
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correlation between the enhancement of ferromagnetism and the increase of oxygen vacancies in Co-doped
ZnO. By using soft x-ray absorption, x-ray magnetic circular dichroism and ﬁrst-principle calculations, Herng
et al [10] found both Cu impurities and VO were essential to the observed RTFM in Cu doped ZnO and proposed
an indirect exchange model as the cause.
RTFM has also been reported in undoped ZnO material with different structures [11–13]. Despite of many
efforts devoted [14–18], the origin of the observed RTFM in undoped ZnO is still inconclusive. With the
comprehensive study based on ﬁrst-principle calculation and photoluminescence, the observed RTFM in ZnO
nano-particles grown by a solution method was attributed to singly ionized oxygen vacancies [19]. Xing et al [19]
reported RTFM in ZnO nanowires obtained by using a vapor transport method, and the magnetic property was
tunable by adjusting the oxygen deﬁciency during growth. Using density functional theoretical (DFT) study,
Wang et al [20] found that the FM in undoped ZnO could be attributed to VZn instead of VO, also indicated VZn
prefer to form clusters. Similarly, Chakrabarty and Patterson [21] carried out a DFT study and suggested that the
RTFM in undoped ZnO could originate from the isolated V-Zn and (VZnVO)-divacancy. With molecular
dynamics and DFT studies, Tietze et al [22] showed the presence of unpaired electrons at the grain boundary and
these unpaired electrons were ferromagnetically coupled. Most of the RTFM theoretical studies of native defects
in undoped ZnO focused on VZn, VO, and VZnVO divacancy. It is no doubt that, under equilibrium condition,
VZn and VO are the predominant defects due to their relatively low formation energies [23]. However, for ZnO
samples undergone non-equilibrium process, e.g. electron irradiation [24, 25] and ion implantation [26, 27],
other kinds of intrinsic defects and vacancy clusters having higher formation energies would exist. It is thus also
important to understand the magnetic properties of these defects to grip a more comprehensive view for
interpreting the experimental data.
Using the density functional theory (DFT) method, we studied the relaxed atomic geometry, the formation
energy and magnetic properties for all the native point defects (vacancies, interstitials and antisites) and vacancy
clusters (VZnVO, 2VZn−VO and 2VO−VZn) in ZnO so as to gain the knowledge of their roles in ZnO materials
exhibiting RTFM.

Method
All calculations in the present study were performed based on DFT, using the projector augmented wave method
(PAW) as implemented in the Vienna ab initio Simulation Package. The exchange-correlation potential was
represented by the spin-polarized generalized gradient approximation (SGGA). The plane wave cut-off energy
was taken as 400 eV throughout the calculation. All the atoms in the supercell were fully relaxed until the
Hellmann-Feynman force converged to less than 0.01 eV A−1. For the k-space integration, a 3×3×3 k-points
grid was used for sampling the irreducible wedge of the Brillouin zone. Test calculation for the selection of cutoff energy and k-points were performed, ﬁnding that the results remained unchanged with higher cutoff energy
and denser k-points. A homogeneous background-charge was added or removed from the supercell to obtain
the different charge states of the defects.
The present study covered all the relevant charge states of VO, VZn, ZnO, OZn, Zni, Oi, VZnVO, VZn−2VO and
2VZn−VO. The total energies for the different defect conﬁgurations were calculated to yield the formation energies.

( ),
Ef
BT

The equilibrium defect concentration c depends on the formation energy and is given by: c = Nsites exp - k

where Nsites is the number of the possible defect sites in the supercell, E f is the formation energy, and kB is Boltzmann
constant. The formation energy can be found by calculating the total energy of the supercell, as given by [28]:
E f (X q ) = Etot (X q ) - Etot (ZnO, perfect )
- å n i mi + q (EV + EF ).

(1)

i

q is the charge state of the defects and E f(X q) is the formation energy of the defect X in the supercell. Etot(X q) is
the total energy obtained from the DFT calculation for defect X with the charge state of q, Etot(ZnO, perfect) is the
total energy of the defect-free ZnO supercell, ni is the number of atoms (type i) that have been added (ni<0) or
removed (ni>0) from the supercell. μi is the chemical potential of the element i, EF is the Fermi-level. Ev is the
q=0
q=1
(ZnO, defect free ) - Etot
(ZnO, defect free ).
valance band maximum of ZnO, which is given as: E v = Etot
The chemical potential μi depends on the Zn and O stoichiometries and bounds for the chemical potentials were
set for the conditions of Zn-rich and O-rich. As the chemical potential for Zn (mZn) cannot be larger than that of
Zn bulk, the maximum bound for the chemical potential of Zn (mmax
) was taken as the Zn bulk value for the ZnZn
) is
rich condition. Similarly, under the O-rich condition, the upper limit of the chemical potential of O (mmin
Zn
bounded by half of the total energy of the O2 molecule. The entropy of formation is given by ΔHf(ZnO) =
μZn+μO and was found to be −3.5 eV in the present study. Therefore, the lower limit on mZn and mO can be
2
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Figure 1. Formation energies of native point defects in their relevant charge states in ZnO as a function of the Fermi-level in (a) O-rich
condition and (b) O-poor condition. EF=0 refers to the valence-band maximum. Only the lowest formation energies of defects in
different charge states are shown. The point at the line indicates the transition level of the defect.

max
described as mmin
and mOmin = DHf (ZnO ) - mmax
Zn = DHf (ZnO ) - mO
Zn respectively for the O-rich and Znrich conditions respectively.

Results
Structural relaxation
All atoms in the supercell are fully relaxed during the optimized procedure. It is worthy to discuss the relaxation
of the vacancies. For the neutral and +1 states of VO, the nearest Zn atoms respectively displaced inward by
12.3% and 0.3% as compared with the equilibrium Zn-O bond length. For the +2 charge states of VO, the
neighboring Zn atoms displaced outward by 24%. For VZn with neutral, −1 and −2 charge states, the relaxations
were similar, i.e. 10.6% outward as compared to the equilibrium Zn–O bond length. Vacancy clusters are
formed through removing the nearest neighboring atoms in the perfect supercell with the equilibrium Zn–O
bond length of 1.98 Å respectively on the a-b basal plane and along the c-axis. For VO−VZn, both O atoms and
Zn atoms neighboring the defect exhibited outward displacement. The most signiﬁcant outward displacement
occurred on the charge state of (VZn−VO)+1. The nearest O atoms displaced outward by 6.2% at the basal
plane and 16% along the c-axis, while the surrounding Zn atoms displaced outward by 4% along the c-axis and
no obvious displacement at the a-b basal plane. For the 2VO−VZn and 2VZn−VO clusters, three nearest atoms
were removed in a perfect supercell. The outward displacements for O and Zn atoms around the vacancy clusters
are basically similar to that for VO−VZn, whereas the nearest O atoms along the c-axis had the most signiﬁcant
outward displacement.
Formation energies
The formation energies of the different intrinsic point defects (namely VZn, VO, Zni, Oi, ZnO , and OZn) against
the Fermi level positive (measured from the valance band minimum) obtained from the DFT calculation are
shown in ﬁgure 1. The interstitial defects have two conﬁgurations in the wurtzite structure, namely the
octahedral coordinated (oct) site and the tetrahedral coordinated (tet) site [23]. The oct-site usually has lower
formation energy than that for the tet-site. Therefore, only the low-formation-energy oct-site was studied in the
present study. The valence band maximum (VBM) is set to be at 0 eV, whereas the theoretical conduction band
minimum (CBM) is indicated by the black dotted line in ﬁgure 1. The Fermi-level EF varies from the valence
band edge to the experimental conduction band edge, for which the experimental band gap was obtained by
3
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Table 1. Shows the formation energies of native point defects with the
relevant charge states in ZnO. These values are given for the O-rich and
O-poor conditions, and Fermi-levels at the top of the valence band
(EF=0 eV) and at the bottom of the conduction band (EF=3.4 eV).

Defect
VZn

VO

OZn

ZnO

Zni (oct)

Oi (oct)

O-rich condition

Zn-rich condition

Charge state

VBM

CBM

VBM

CBM

0
1−
2−
0
1+
2+
0
1−
2−
0
1+
2+
0
1+
2+
0
1−
2−

2.33
2.39
2.74
5.24
4.13
2.70
2.04
2.58
3.78
10.83
8.82
7.20
6.40
4.48
3.07
1.74
2.20
3.08

2.33
−1.01
−4.06
5.24
7.53
9.50
2.04
−0.82
−3.02
10.83
12.22
14.00
6.40
7.88
9.87
1.74
−1.20
−3.72

5.83
5.89
6.24
1.74
0.63
−0.80
9.04
9.58
10.78
3.83
1.82
0.20
2.90
0.98
−0.43
5.24
5.70
6.58

5.83
2.49
−0.56
1.74
4.03
6.00
9.04
6.18
3.98
3.83
5.22
7.00
2.90
4.38
6.37
5.24
2.30
−0.22

optical transmittance measurement. The charge state transition levels of the defects are indicated by the square
points in ﬁgure 1. Table 1 tabulates the formation energies for the different native point defects in the different
relevant charge states as the EF is at the VBM and CBM. Under the O-rich condition, the VZn, Oi and OZn
acceptors have low formation energies for n-type ZnO materials with EF in the upper-half mid-gap close to the
conduction band (as shown in ﬁgure 1(a)). Under the O-poor condition (as shown in ﬁgure 1(b)), VZn and Oi
have lower formation energies than the other defects as EF is close to the CBM (i.e. n-type material); while VO,
Zni and ZnO have lower formation energies with EF laying close to the VBM (i.e. p-type material). The results
found in the present calculation are in agreement with the ﬁndings in the most studies reported in the literature
[23, 29, 30].
The formation energies for the vacancy cluster, namely VZnVO, 2VZn−VO and 2VO−VZn, with the
different charge states were calculated, and their formation energies against the EF position in the O-rich and
O-poor conditions are shown in ﬁgures 2(a) and (b) respectively. Table 2 tabulates the formation energies of
vacancy cluster defects in the O-rich and O-poor conditions while the EF is at the VBM and CBM. The trivacancy clusters 2VO−VZn and 2VZn−VO have two different conﬁgurations, namely laying on the a-b plane
and along the c-axis, for which their formation energies are shown in ﬁgure 2 by the solid line and dashed line
respectively. It is noticed that 2VO−VZn and 2VZn−VO staying at the a-b plane has lower formation energies
as compared to those along the c axis. For n-type environment with EF close to the CBM, the formation energies
descend from 2VO−VZn, VZnVO, to 2VZn−VO for both the O-rich and O-poor conditions. Among the
vacancy clusters, 2VZn−VO in both the conﬁgurations of a-b plane and c-axis have the lowest formation
energy, but are still signiﬁcant higher than those of the intrinsic point defects having low formation energies like
VZn, OZn and Oi(oct).
Magnetic properties
The total magnetic moments Mtotal of the unit cells containing the corresponding defects in the different charge
states were calculated. All the Zn and O atom sites in the supercell were included to calculate for the total
magnetic moments. The resultant total magnetic moments, as well as the corresponding contributions from Zn
and O atoms, of the unit cell containing the defects having non-zero total magnetic moments are tabulated in
table 3. The unit cells containing VZn, OZn, Oi (oct), VZnVO, 2VZn−VO (a-b plane) and 2VZn−VO (c-axis)
have non-zero magnetic moments for some of their charge states, while the unit cells containing VO, ZnO, Zni
and VZn−2VO do not have net total magnetic moment.
The energy difference between the spin-polarized state and non-polarized state was compared in the ZnO
supercell (72 atoms) containing one defect. The spins on the Zn and O atoms neighboring the defect (parallel
direction for ferromagnetic (FM) state and antiparallel arrangement for antiferromagnetic (AFM) state) were
manually set. For the systems energetically favoring spin-polarized states, the total energy calculations of their
4
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Figure 2. Formation energies of different vacancy clusters with their relevant charge states in ZnO as a function of the Fermi-level
position under (a) O-rich condition; and (b) O-poor condition. The zero-point of the Fermi-level corresponds to the top of the
valence-band. Only the lowest-energy states are shown. The square points indicate the transition levels in the band gap. For the
2VZn−VO and 2VO−VZn defects, the solid line indicates the defect staying at the a-b plane while the dashed line represents the
defect along the c axis.

Table 2. Formation energies of vacancy clusters in ZnO supercell with the relevant charge states in
ZnO. These values are given for the O-rich and O-poor conditions, and Fermi-level at the top of
the valence band (EF=0 eV) and bottom of the conduction band (EF=3.4 eV).

O-rich condition
Defect

orientation

VO−VZn

/

2VZn−VO

c axis

2VZn−VO

a-b plane

2VO−VZn

c axis

2VO−VZn

a-b plane

Zn-rich
condition

Charge state

VBM

CBM

VBM

CBM

0
1+
2+
0
1−
2−
0
1−
2−
0
1+
2+
0
1+
2+

4.16
3.76
3.74
5.03
6.40
6.94
4.64
4.78
5.26
8.91
8.26
5.73
8.80
6.83
5.33

4.16
7.16
10.54
5.03
3.00
0.14
4.64
1.38
−1.74
8.91
11.66
12.53
8.80
10.23
12.13

4.16
3.76
3.74
8.53
9.9
10.44
8.14
8.28
8.76
5.41
4.76
2.23
5.30
3.33
1.83

4.16
7.16
10.54
8.53
6.50
3.64
8.14
4.88
1.76
5.41
8.16
9.03
5.30
6.73
8.63

FM and AFM states were extended to a larger unit cell with 144 atoms (i.e. having the size of the two original unit
cells) with the separation between the defects being around 9.79 Å. The energy difference between the FM state
and AFM state of the defects (ΔE=EAFM−EFM) are tabulated in table 3. The energy differences EAFM-EFM are
positive for VZn, Oi(oct), 2VZn−VO (c-axis) and 2VZn−VO (a-b plane), indicating that the FM ordering is
energetically more stable than the AFM ordering for these defects. The OZn 0 and VZn-V2+
O states have negative
5
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Figure 3. The DOS’ of ZnO with the (a) VZn 0, (b) VZn 1 - and (c) VZn 2 -. The spin up (black line) and spin down (red line) DOS’ is set
above and below the abscissa axis. The Fermi-level is indicated by the black dash line at 0 eV. (d) The side view and (e) the top view of
the effective spin density distribution for VZn 0. (f) The side view and (g) the top view of the effective spin density distribution for VZn 1 -.
The iso-surface value is 0.02 e A−3. The black, red and black balls represent Zn, O and vacancy atoms in supercell respectively.

Table 3. The calculated magnetic moments (in μB) per unit cell (72 atoms) containing the corresponding
defect. Mtotal is the total magnetic moment of the supercell. MZn and MO are the contributions from the
Zn site and O site. ΔEis the energy difference between the AFM and FM ordering (EAFM-EFM), for which
positive value indicates FM ordering is more stable while negative value indicates the defect prefer AFM
ordering. Curie temperatures (TC) calculated based on mean-ﬁeld approximation were also included.
Moment (μB)/Per Unit Cell

VZn
OZn
Oi(oct)
VZn−VO
2VZn−VO(c axis)
2VZn−VO(a-b plane)

Charge

Mtotal

MZn

MO

ΔE (meV)

TC (K)

0
1−
0
0
1−
2+
0
1−
0
1−

1.820
0.990
2.0
2.0
1.012
1.384
1.997
0.948
1.774
0.999

0.010
0.004
−0.01
0.013
0.002
0.034
0.018
0.039
0.018
0.005

1.810
0.986
2.01
1.987
1.01
1.350
1.979
0.909
1.756
0.994

38
31
−4
20
38
−3
22
29
20
7

294
239
/
155
294
/
170
224
155
54

EAFM-EFM of −4 meV and −3 meV respectively, implying that their AFM states are relatively stable than the FM
states.
It would be worthy to discuss the results of the defects carrying non-zero magnetic moment and
energetically favoring FM state. The supercell containing the VZn and Oi (oct) acceptors have respectively the
total moment of 1.82 μB and 2.0 μB for the neutral state, while they decrease to 0.99 μB and 1.012 μB if the
charge state is −1. It is noticed that adding a hole to the neutral VZn and Oi acceptors leads to the increase of their
magnetic moments. The magnetic moments contributed from the Zn-site and O-site (MZn and MO respectively)
as tabulated in table 1 show that the oxygen atoms give the major contribution for the total moments in the
6
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2−
Figure 4. The DOS’ of ZnO with the (a) O0i , (b) O1−
i and (c) Oi . The spin up (black line) and spin down (red line) DOS’ is set above
and below the abscissa axis. The Fermi-level is indicated by the black dash line at 0 eV. (d) The side view and (e) the top view of the
effective spin density distribution for O0i . (f) The side view and (g) the top view of the effective spin density distribution for O1−
i . The
iso-surface value is 0.02 e A−3. The black, red and black balls represent Zn, O and vacancy atoms in supercell respectively.

supercell. For the 2VZn−VO cluster having the neutral charge, the defect staying along the c axis has a slightly
larger magnetic moment than that at the a-b plane (namely 1.997 μB and 1.774 μB). For the 2VZn−VO cluster
having the 1− charge, the defect staying along the c axis has a negligibly smaller magnetic moment while
compared to that at the a-b plane (namely 0.948 μB and 0.999 μB). It is also noticed that the 2VZn−VO clusters
in neutral charge have the smaller magnetic moment as compared to that in the 1− charge.
The Curie temperatures (TC) were estimated by the mean-ﬁeld approximation, which was given by:
2DE
TC = 3k [31, 32]. The resultant Curie temperatures are tabulated in table 3. The ZnO supercells with the VZn 0
B
and the O−
i (oct) have TC’s close to the room temperature which were 294 K. The Curie temperatures for
2VZn−VO’s with the different charge states and conﬁgurations were all below the room temperature.
The calculated total density of states (DOS) for the ZnO supercell (72 atoms) with a VZn 0, VZn- and VZn 2 - are
shown in ﬁgures 3(a)–(c) respectively. The asymmetric spin-up and spin-down densities of VZn 0 and VZn1 - in
ﬁgures 3(a) and (b) show that the spin-up states are fully occupied but the spin-down states are partially ﬁlled.
The VZn 2 - has symmetric spin up and down densities and thus its magnetic moment is zero. The side views and
top views of the corresponding spin-density distributions for VZn 0 and VZn1 - are shown in ﬁgures 3(d)–(g). Note
that the spin density is majorly localized on the neighboring O-site, with a minor contribution from the nearest
neighboring Zn atoms.
The total DOSs for the ZnO supercell with an O0i , O-i and O2−
i at the oct site are shown in ﬁgures 4(a)–(c)
respectively. The spin-up bands are fully occupied while the spin-down bands are partially ﬁlled, resulting in the
residual magnetic moments per O0i and O-i . The O2−
i has symmetric spin up and down densities and thus the
0
−
supercell containing the O2i has zero net magnetic moment. The spin-density distributions for the Oi and Oi
are respectively shown in ﬁgures 4(d)–(g), indicating that the effective spin is majorly localized at the Oi sites. The
surrounding Zn and O atoms also contribute to the magnetic moment in the supercell, which is consistent with
the projected DOS on O-p and Zn-d orbitals.
The asymmetric DOS’ of the (2VZn−VO)0 and (2VZn−VO)− in the a-b conﬁguration as shown in
ﬁgures 5(a) and (b) respectively reveal their non-zero magnetic moment, while the symmetric DOS of the
(2VZn−VO)2− in the a-b plane conﬁguration as shown in ﬁgure 5(c) reveals its non-ferromagnetic nature.
Similarly, the asymmetric DOS’ of the (2VZn−VO)0 and (2VZn−VO)1− in the conﬁguration of c-axis

7
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Figure 5. The DOS’ of ZnO with the (a) (2VZn−VO)0, (b) (2VZn−VO)1− and (c) (2VZn−VO)2− staying at a-b plane. The spin up
(black line) and spin down (red line) DOS is set above and below the abscissa axis. The Fermi-level is indicated by the black dash line at
0 eV. (d) The top view and (e) the side view of the effective spin density distribution for (2VZn−VO)0. (f) The top view and (g) the side
view of the effective spin density distribution for (2VZn−VO)1−. The iso-surface value is 0.02 e A−3. The black, red and black balls
represent Zn, O and vacancy atoms in supercell respectively.

(ﬁgures 6(a) and (b) respectively) reveal their non-zero magnetic moment, while the symmetric DOS of the
(2VZn−VO)2− in the c-axis conﬁguration (ﬁgure 6(c)) shows that its magnetic moment is zero. The top
views and side views of the effective spin density distributions for the ferromagnetic (2VZn−VO)0 and
(2VZn−VO)1− in the conﬁgurations of a-b plane and c-axis are respectively shown in ﬁgures 5(d)–(g) and
ﬁgures 6(d)–(g) respectively. These effectively spin density distributions have a common feature that the
p-electrons around the neighboring and the second neighboring O-atoms, as well as the d-electrons on the
neighboring Zn atoms are the major contributors for the spin density. The magnetic moments are localized
around the defects.

Discussion
The formation energies of all the native point defects, VOVZn, 2VZn−VO and 2VO−VZn with different charge
states and in the different conﬁgurations were calculated. VZn has the lowest formation energy in the conditions
of O-rich, O-poor and regardless of the Fermi level position, and thus VZn was the most probable intrinsic defect
existing in ZnO. Among the vacancy clusters, 2VZn−VO has the lowest formation energy and in particular for
the O-rich condition its formation energy is negative while EF is close to the CBM.
For the point defects and vacancy clusters that favor FM ordering, the localized moments in the
corresponding ZnO supercell strongly depend on the type of defects and the charge states. The magnetic study
0
0
on the intrinsic point defects and the vacancy clusters showed that V0Zn V−
Zn, Oi (oct) and Oi (oct), 2VZn−VO
−
and 2VZnVO in both the conﬁgurations of c-axis and a-b plane had non-zero magnetic moment, and
energetically favorable to the FM state as compared to AFM state. Some of the charge states of OZn and VZnVO
carried non-zero magnetic moment but their AFM state was energetically more stable than the FM state by
3–4 meV. Among the defects favoring FM states, VZn 0 and O-i (oct) had the largest energy differences between the
AFM and FM states (ΔE), and the highest Curie temperature of 294 K among the others. VZn 0 and O-i (oct)
contribute for 1.82 μB/unit-cell and 1.01 μB/unit-cell respectively. Moreover, their formations energies are
8
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Figure 6. The DOS’ of ZnO with the (a) (2VZn−VO)0, (b) (2VZn−VO)1− and (c) (2VZn−VO)2 along c axis. The spin up (black line)
and spin down (red line) DOS is set above and below the abscissa axis. The Fermi-level is indicated by the black dash line at 0 eV. (d)
The top view and (e) the side view of the effective spin density distribution for (2VZn−VO)0. (f) The top view and (g) the side view of
the effective spin density distribution for (2VZn−VO)1−. The iso-surface value is 0.02 e A−3. The black, red and black balls represent
Zn, O and vacancy atoms in supercell respectively.

low, in particular under the O-rich condition for n-type materials. The 2VZnVO’s in c-axis and ab-plane
conﬁgurations with 0 and −1 charge states also have non-zero localized magnetic moment and favors for FM
state, though the ΔE are relatively small and thus resulting in low Curie temperatures. The largest ΔE and
highest Curie temperature among the different conﬁgurations and charge states for 2VZnVO’s is 29 meV and
224 K respectively, which occurs at the c-axis conﬁguration and −1 charge. Thus, 2VZnVO do not contribute FM
effectively at room temperature, while VZn and Oi could be the probable defects responsible for the observed RT
FM in ZnO. Khalid et al [33] studied the origin of RTFM in undoped ZnO using a comprehensive approach
(SQUID, positron annihilation spectroscopy, x-ray diffraction and ﬁrst principle calculation) and associated the
observed RTFM to VZn, though there is no experimental report contributing the observed room temperature
FM to Oi. However, the ΔE for VZn is still relatively low and its Curie temperature is marginally close to the room
temperature. The thermal stability of its RTFM would not be robust against thermal excitation.
The current study shows that (summarized in table 3) the defects possessing non-zero magnetic moment
and energetically favoring ferromagnetic state are all acceptors and the magnetic moments are mainly
contributed from the O atoms. It is also noticed that the localized magnetic moments are favored if these defects
are ﬁlled by a hole in a more positive state. Kenmochi et al [34, 35] in ﬁrst principle magnetic studies of MgO,
SrO and BaO suggested that FM originated from double exchange could be correlated with hole doping, for
which Yamamoto and Katayama [36] reported that hole-doping was favored by co-doping of donor and
acceptor.
To discuss for the undertainties of the current results, it would be worthy to bring to the attention that the TC
estimated by the mean-ﬁeld approximation does not involve the interaction range, which would lead to
signiﬁcant errors in the dilute magnetic semiconductor with low defect concentration [37]. Therefore, the
realistic TC values could be lower than the ones obtained by the mean-ﬁeld approximation. Seike et al [38]
reported that to induce ferromagnetism under homogenous distribution conditions, 15%–20% doping
concentration is required for RTFM [38]. In the present study, the corresponding defect concentration is ∼2.8%
for one defect in the unit cell, which is much lower than the threshold. For the practical fabrication of ZnO
samples like ﬁlm grown by pulsed laser deposition, the native defect like the VZn-related defect has
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concentration of ∼1018 cm−3 (~0.01 %) in undoped ZnO [39]. Besides, the assumption of homogeneity is
difﬁcult to be conﬁrmed for realistic DMS systems. Nano-scale inhomogeneity like spinodal decomposition
cannot be exclude as the cause of the experimental observation of RTFM in the doped ZnO systems [40, 41].

Conclusion
In conclusion, ﬁrst principle calculation was performed to systematically study the relaxed atomic geometry,
formation energies and magnetic properties of all the native point defects (vacancies, interstitials and antisites)
and the vacancy clusters VZnVO, VZn−2VO and 2VZn−VO in ZnO. Only the unit cells of ZnO containing the
VZn, Oi (oct) and 2VZn−VO in the conﬁgurations of a-b plane and c-axis energetically favors for FM state as
compared to AFM state and carry non-zero magnetic moments. The energy differences between the FM and
AFM states ΔE, and the magnetic moments depends on the charge state and the defect conﬁguration, varying
from 7–38 meV and 0.9–2.0 μB per unit cell respectively. VZn 0 and O-i are the two defects having the low
formation energies, the largest ΔE and Curie temperautres (both are 38 meV and 294 K respectively). Their
magnetic moments are 1.82 μB per unit cell and 1.01 μB per unit cell respectively. These two defects could be the
origins of the experimental observed RTFM in ZnO materials, though their FM states are not robustly stable
against thermal excitation to the AFM state as their ΔE’s are still relatively small. For the case of 2VZn−VO’s,
their ΔE’s are even smaller (7–29 meV for different charge states and conﬁgurations). The low ΔE leads to the
low Curie temperature, which is lower than the room temperature. The formation energies of 2VZn−2VO’s are
larger than those of VZn and Oi’s, indicating their relative lower abundance with the equilibrium situation.
2VZn−2VO’s are thus not the important contributor to RTFM.
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